【AGL】NAVI-EG #2
Meeting material
1. Regarding the activities for this season (April/’19 till March/’20)

2. Regarding the regular meeting
   Meeting style: Tele-conference by Skype (F2F if necessary)
   Time of day: 14:00-1500, Monthly 2nd Tuesday

   Next F2F Meeting: 7/16? (The day before ALS)

3. Others (If any)
1. Activities for this season

➢ Activities for this season

1) Prototyping the OSS-NAVI
   - Adding the TBT Apps to the last year’s output (Mapbox proto)
   - Plan to demonstrate on AGL Summit (Jul/2019)

2) Prototyping the Product-NAVI
   - Make MICWARE’s navigator running on the latest AGL platform
   - Demonstrate at CES2020 (Jan/2020)
1. Regarding the upcoming activities

System configuration (OSS-NAVI)

AGL Navigation APP

OSS Navi Application Based on Qt

AGL Apps.

POI Application

Navigation API Binder

MapViewer Based on Qt

AGL GPS Service

Devices/Middleware

GPS Signal Player

TBT Application

Binder API

SOW for this season

Regarding the upcoming activities
1. Upcoming activities

System configuration(Product-NAVI)

We are taking time to discuss the system configuration, because we are not so familiar with Binder scheme.

We’ll keep you updated!
We’re gonna report to you as soon as we decide.